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Welcome to the January edition of the Macro Group and PPG Bulletin.
For the second consecutive bulletin we must begin with sad news
regarding the death of a colleague from the polymer physics community.
Professor Alexei Likhtman died in tragic circumstances in October of this
year, at the age of 44. Alexei was a theoretical physicist at Reading
University and was an active member of the polymer physics community,
including being a PPG committee member since 2011 (only stepping
down at the PPG AGM in September 2015). We would like to offer our
deepest condolences to Alexei’s family, friends and colleagues An
obituary of Alexei can be found on page 7.
A number of other changes to the make–up of the PPG committee
occurred at the September, AGM. Details can be found in the ‘View from
the top’ (p2-3).
We also would like to congratulate our distinguished award winners:
Professor Nikos Hadjichristidis (KAUST) for the 2016 MGUK Medal for
Outstanding Achievement, Professor Dave Adams (University of
Liverpool) for the 2015 MGUK Medal and Dr Michael Shaver (University
of Edinburgh) for the 2015 MGUK Young Researchers Medal. Medals will
be awarded in July at the 2016 Warwick polymer conference.
In 2016, MGUK goes “social”. A Facebook and twitter accounts have
been created to facilitate interactions between members of the
community, more information on page 6.
Finally, a reminder to PhD students and postdoctoral researchers who
are members of the Macro Group that D. H. Richards bursaries are
available to help fund conference expenses. Applications deadlines are
now four times a year in February, May, August and November.
As usual, we also have a number of conference reports and
announcements of forthcoming meetings. Thank you to all who have
contributed an item to this issue of the bulletin.
Nathalie Lavignac — Anthony Higgins
Bulletin Officers

The Pure and Applied Macromolecular Chemistry Group (Macro Group UK) is
a joint group of the Royal Society of Chemistry and the Society of Chemical
Industry. The Polymer Physics Group is a joint group of the Institute of Physics
and the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Views from the Top
From the Chairman of Macro Group
Happy New Year! What better way to kick off
2016 than by browsing through the latest issue of the Macro Group and Polymer Physics
Group Bulletin?
I will start on a sad note, by echoing the words
of Joe Keddie on the sudden, tragic passing
of Alexei Likhtman. An obituary written by Tom
McLeish is published later in this issue of the Bulletin.
Whilst I didn’t know Alexei personally, I was very much
aware of his work and his very high standing within the polymer physics community. He will be very sadly missed. My
thoughts and condolences go to his family, friends and colleagues. No doubt there will be many tributes paid to
Alexei, in various ways, in the near future. The work of my
former PhD mentor, Professor David Sherrington, who
passed away in late 2014, has recently been commemorated by the publication of a special issue of Polymer
Chemistry (guest-edited by Peter Cormack from Strathclyde
University). The issue, published in October 2015, contains
articles by Dave’s former coworkers, collaborators and
friends. What is striking on browsing through the contents
of the issue is the wide range of topics covered, which reflects very much on Dave’s diverse set of interests and research projects.
This summer sees the return of the Warwick Polymer Conference, from 11th-14th July. This is one of the few large
conferences that is focused on polymer chemistry and so
is of much interest and relevance to the Macro Group community. If you haven’t attended before, I strongly recommend that you do this year – registration is now open. Previous conferences have been very successful and highly
enjoyable to attend. The Warwick conference serves as an
excellent opportunity to award several recent Macro Group
medals, and I congratulate the 2015/2016 winners Prof.
Nikos Hadjichristidis, Prof. Dave Adams and Dr Mike Shaver on their achievements (see item later in the Bulletin).
Check the Warwick programme for the timing of their lectures. Still on the topic of conferences, the World Polymer
Congress (MACRO 2016) will be held the week after Warwick, in Istanbul. This is the largest conference worldwide
dedicated to polymer science and engineering, and is a
must for every polymer scientist. Finally on the subject of
conferences, we have made a small adjustment to the procedure for applying for DH Richards bursaries. To try to
spread out applications across the year, we now have four
deadlines for applications (1st of Feb, May, Aug and Nov).
See later in the Bulletin issue for more details.
Nominations are currently requested for the 2015 Jon
Weaver PhD prize, kindly sponsored by Synthomer (see
item later in the Bulletin for details), so please consider
nominating yourself (or, if you are supervisor, nominating
one of your students). The winner is invited to give a prize
lecture at a conference or symposium held shortly after the
award. Nominations must be received by March 30 th.
With that I wish you a productive, successful and enjoyable
2016!
Neil Cameron, Chair Macro Group

From the Chairman of the PPG
The ancient Greek philosopher, Heraclitus, is
credited with writing text that can be translated to mean: “The only thing constant in life is
change.” In line with Heraclitus’ wise observation, this past year has been one of changes
for the UK polymer physics community.
At our Annual General Meeting in Manchester, several
changes to the PPG Committee were marked. The terms of
office ended for Cecile Dreiss and Steve Eichhorn, both of
whom made important contributions over the past four
years through their contributions of ideas and time. Cecile
co-organised the very successful meeting on “Careers in
Polymer Science,” held last year. Steve was a previous editor of this newsletter. Thanks to both of them from all of us!
At the AGM, we also thanked Alexei Likhtman, as he finished his term as a highly valued member of the Committee. Over the past four years, he had made numerous helpful suggestions when planning our meetings, including the
recent Biennial meeting. Earlier this year, he also delivered
lectures at the Advanced School on Soft Matter, which were
well received. Of course, when we departed from Manchester, none of us knew that would be the last time we would
see Alexei. His death in the following month was a terrible
shock to all of us and a most unwanted change to the polymer physics community. Our condolences go out to Alexei’s
family, his colleagues in Reading, and all others around the
world who knew him well. Our Committee is discussing ways
that we can formally commemorate Alexei, and I expect to
have more news later in the spring.
On a happier note, we welcomed four new PPG committee
members: James Elliott (Cambridge), Martin Greenall
(Lincoln), Vasileios Koutsos (Edinburgh), and Mike Ries
(Leeds). I look forward to their contributions to the Committee and our community.
Also in Manchester, we celebrated all of the very positive
changes to the community brought about by the Founders’
Prize Winner, Prof. Richard Jones. His lecture charted progress in our understanding of polymer diffusion, and it was
followed by a video tribute from many of his past and present colleagues. We also took the opportunity to reflect upon the life and work of Professor Sir Sam Edwards, whose
passing earlier this year marked the end of an era in the
soft matter community. Our biennial meeting in Manchester
in September was an excellent event, which was well organised by Aline Miller and the Programme Committee. We extend our sincere thanks to them.
In the midst of this change, PPG will also be carrying on
some recent traditions. In 2016, we are co-sponsoring the
Advanced School in Soft Matter (“Solutions in the Spring”)
to build on the success of the past events. We are also one
of the co-sponsors of the “Soft and Biological Matter” meeting that will be held in Cambridge from April 6 to 8.
Beyond the activities of PPG, big changes that will affect the
polymer physics community were announced in the Chancellor’s Autumn Budget Statement.
- continued on opposite page
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Views from the Top
The headline news was that the science budget was protected in real terms, equating to a rise of £4.7 billion. This is seen
as a very good result in light of the deep cuts taken by other areas of spending. There was other news with relevance to
science funding. £1.5 billion will be invested in a Global Challenges fund to address problems facing developing countries
along with the establishment of a Global Antimicrobial Resistance Innovation fund. These funds could present interesting
opportunities for polymer physicists to move their research into new directions.
In the wake of the Nurse Review, plans are afoot to establish an independent body, Research UK, to provide government
oversight over the Research Councils. Research funding will be overseen by a ministerial committee chaired by a senior
minister, possibly the Chancellor. How these change will affect funding for polymer physics and soft matter in the longer
term is not clear. But in 2015, the words of Heraclitus have certainly rung true, and they will undoubtedly ring true again in
2016. Happy new year!
Joseph Keddie Chair; Polymer Physics group

PPG & Macro Group Committees
Macro Group Committee
Chairman: Pr of. Neil Camer on (Monash University)
Secretary: Pr of. Dave Adams (Univer sity of Liver pool)
Treasurer: Dr Peter Deakin (Aldr ich)

2013 - 2016
2008 - 2016
2014 - 2017

Ordinary Members:
Dr Rachel Evans (Trinity College Dublin)
Dr Frederik Claeyssens (University of Sheffield)
Dr Theoni Georgiou (Imperial College London)
Prof. Natalie Stingelin (Imperial College London)
Dr Steve Edmondson (University of Manchester), W eb Site Officer
Dr Peter Shaw (Synthomer)
Dr Cecile Dreiss (Kings College London)
Dr Nathalie Lavignac (University of Kent), Bulletin/Meetings Officer
Prof. Charlotte Williams (Imperial College)
Prof. Cameron Alexander (University of Nottingham)
Dr Paul Topham (University of Aston)
Dr Matthew Gibson (University of Warwick)
Dr Adam Limer (Unilever)
Dr Valeria Arrighi (Heriot-Watt University), Membership Officer

2015 - 2018
2014 - 2017
2014 - 2017
2014 - 2017
2014 - 2017
2013 - 2016
2014 - 2017
2014 - 2017
2012 - 2018
2012 - 2018
2013 - 2016
2013 - 2016
2013 - 2016
2013 - 2016

Representative Members:
Representing European Polymer Federation: Prof. Lian Hutchings (University of Durham)
Representing Colloid & Interface Science Groups, RSC and SCI: Dr Cecile Dreiss (Kings College London)
Representing Materials Chemistry Forum, RSC: Prof Stephen Yeates (The University of Manchester)
Representing Polymer Physics Group, IoP: vacancy
Representing Biomaterials Chemistry Group, RSC: Dr Ajay K. Luthra (BioInteractions Ltd)
Representing Polymer Degradation Discussion Group: Dr Mogon Patel (AWE)
Representing Polymer Colloids Forum: Prof. Peter A. Lovell (University of Manchester)
Representing RAPS Network: Dr Chris Holland (University of Sheffield)

Polymer Physics Group Committee
Chair:
Prof. Joe Keddie (University of Surrey)

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer:
Prof. Aline Miller (University of Manchester)

Ordinary members:
Dr Jonathan Howse (University of Sheffield)
Dr Martin Buzza (University of Hull)
Dr Johann de Silva (Trinity College Dublin)
Dr Martin Greenall (Lincoln University)
Dr Mike Ries (University of Leeds)

Dr Ann Terry (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory)
Dr Anthony Higgins (Swansea University)
Dr James Elliott (University of Cambridge),
Dr Vasileios Koutsos (University of Edinburgh),
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MACRO Group Medal Awards Announced
Macro Group UK Medal for Outstanding Achievement
The Macro Group UK Medal for Outstanding Achievement is awarded to a scientist based anywhere in the world that has made outstanding contributions to the field of polymer science.
This year award has been made to Professor Nikos Hadjichristidis (Polymer Synthesis Laboratory, KAUST Catalysis Center, Division of Physical Sciences & Engineering, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, KAUST).
Professor Hadjichristidis received his Ph.D in 1971 from the University of
Liège, Belgium. He is best known for his work on the synthesis of welldefined polymers with complex macromolecular architectures using anionic
polymerisation high vacuum techniques. These materials have led to numerous advances such as the development of nanorelief ceramics or the
demonstration of tri-continuous cubic phases in copolymers. They are ideal
models for validating established theory, understanding and improving the
performance of industrial polymers and are potential candidates for high-tech applications such
as nanolithography or drug delivery. Prof Hadjichristidis is a member on the Editorial Board of
several leading polymer journals (Polymer Chemistry, European Polymer Journal, Progress in
Polymer Science and Journal of Polymer Science) and has published more than 450 scientific
papers. He has received numerous awards, including the International Award of the Society of
Polymer Science, Japan, 2007 and the 2015 ACS National Award in Polymer Chemistry.

Macro Group UK Medal
The Macro Group UK Medal is awarded annually to a UK based scientist who has made a significant and substantial contribution to the development of polymer science through his/her scientific
achievements and/or services to the UK polymer science community.
This year the award has been made to Professor Dave Adams (Department of
Chemistry, University of Liverpool).
Professor Adams received his Ph.D. in 1999 from the University of York. Before moving back into academia in 2008, Dave has worked for four years at
Unilever, investigating peptides and polymer/peptide conjugates. His current
research interests focus in areas such as supramolecular polymers and polymer nanostructures or materials for strategically important gas storage and
carbon capture. He has published more than 150 papers featured in journals such as Nature
Communications, Nature Chemistry, Nature Materials and JACS. Recent highlights have included spatially resolved multicomponent supramolecular polymers, photocatalytic generation of H 2
from water using polymer catalysts and self-sorted supramolecular gels.
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Macro Group UK
Young Researchers Medal
The Macro Group UK Young Researchers Medal is
awarded annually to a UK based scientist with up to 12
years of experience since completion of PhD on December 31st of the preceding year (exclusive of career breaks)
and whose contributions to polymer science show outstanding promise for the future.

Macro Group UK Medal for Outstanding Achievement *
2016 N. Hadjichristidis
2014 E. Rizzardo
2012 M. Sawamoto
2010 C. J. Hawker
2008 M. Antoinetti
2006 J.M.J. Fréchet
2005 K. Matyjaszewski
2004 P. Hodge

This year the award has been made to Dr Michael Shaver
(School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh).
Dr Shaver obtained his
Ph.D. in 2005 from the
University of British Columbia in Canada. He followed an NSERC postdoctoral fellowship at Imperial
College
with
an appointment in 2007
as a Lecturer at the University of Prince Edward
Island in Canada. In 2012,
Michael returned to the
UK as a Chancellor’s Fellow and Reader in sustainable
polymer chemistry at the University of Edinburgh. His research interests focus on improving the sustainability of
industrially relevant processes by both the preparation of
new catalysts that facilitate polymer synthesis and the development of new monomers, polymers and materials,
with particular expertise in controlled radical and ring
opening polymerisations. Michael’s academic output is
reinforced by collaborations with companies including
Samsung, Synthomer, GSK and Axis-Shield Diagnostics.

The Macro group medals will be
awarded to the winners at “Warwick
2016

The

Polymer

Conference”

(Monday July 11th - Thursday July 14th)

Macro Group UK Medal
2015 D. Adams
2014 C. Alexander
2013 U. Steiner
2012 H. Colquhoun
2011 A. Cooper
2010 I. A. Manners
2009 A. J. Ryan
Macro Group UK Young
Researchers Medal
2015 M. Shaver
2014 P. D. Topham
2013 L. Dougan
2012 M. I. Gibson
2011 I. Kinloch
2010 J.V.M. Weaver
O.A. Scherman
2009 A. P. Dove
Jon Weaver PhD Prize
2014 A. Anastasaki
2013 J. Patterson
2012 E. Appel
2011 K. Kirkham
* previously

known as the Macro Group UK Lectureship and Medal (1997-2005)
Full list of winners available from MGUK web site:
http://www.macrogroup.org.uk/
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PPG and MacroGroup News

Macro Group UK on Social Media

Whether we like it or not, social media become quite an important part in science communication.
Therefore Macro Group UK has made its way to Facebook and Twitter too! Both pages will be
updating you with the freshest news, upcoming meetings, award nominations and more. As well
as that, our Facebook and Twitter accounts are now showcasing the excellent research done by
many Macro Group members. A quick look at a post can highlight the diversity of polymer science and may even stimulate you to find out more! Many topics can be surprisingly close to your
scientific interests, you only need to discover them and new ideas can be born! Follow Macro
Group UK and you may get an idea on how to extend your research, or perhaps you will discover
a new potential collaborator. Maybe scrolling through Facebook and Twitter on your coffee break
can be useful after all!
If you are interested in sharing your news with Macro Group UK’s audience feel free to contact
Facebook & Twitter Accounts admin at macrogroupuk@gmail.com. Any feedback will be appreciated too!

Facebook: MGUK@facebook

Twitter: MGUK@Twitter

Filip Kunc (University of Kent)
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PPG and MacroGroup News

Alexei Likhtman, 1971 - 2015
Alexei Likhtman, a leading figure in Theoretical Polymer Physics, has
died.
He was born on 6th August 1971 and educated in Moscow. He was
awarded a Diploma in Physics with honours from the Physics Department of Moscow State University in 1994, and received his PhD in
Physics and Mathematics, also from the Physics Department of Moscow State University, in 1996. He stayed in Moscow for two more
years, as a Scientific Fellow at Moscow State University, before moving to the U.K, in 1998, where he took up a position as a Research
Assistant in the Department of Applied Mathematics at Leeds University.
Alexei stayed at Leeds from 1998 until 2007: in 1999 he moved to the
Department of Physics and Astronomy, where he worked on theories
of fast flow of entangled polymer melts, including theory and simulations of the convective constraint release model, the period we worked together most intensely. In 2002, Alexei’s research
had developed to the point where he was awarded an Advanced EPSRC Fellowship, which he
held from 2002-2005 in the School of Physics and Astronomy. In this period, Alexei worked on
developing new models of polymer dynamics, simultaneous description of rheology, neutron spinecho, neutron scattering, diffusion, dielectric spectroscopy and NMR experiments, the theory of
chemical reactions in polymers and computer simulations. From 2005-2007 Alexei held his Fellowship in the Department of Applied Mathematics, also as University Fellow, supervising a team
of three postdoctoral researchers working on molecular simulations of polymer melts, slip-links
model of entanglements and experimental rheology.
He worked hard not only on brilliant new theoretical science, but on making this accessible to others. For example, his foresight and energy led to the creation of a free software tool (called REPTATE) that enabled experimental scientists in universities and industry to sort their polymer flow
data and compare it quickly and efficiently to theoretical models, greatly accelerating fundamental
research and its application.
In May 2007, Alexei moved to the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of
Reading, as Professor of Mathematical Physics. There he created a new group of theoretical
polymer physics, focusing on the microscopic foundations of the tube theory. Alexei’s research
interests included: linear and non-linear tube theories of entangled polymers; stochastic single
chain models of entanglements; first passage problems in many dimensions; microscopic definition of polymer entanglements; molecular dynamics simulations of polymeric fluids; surface tension in liquid-solid interfaces; hierarchical modelling of complex fluids.
Alexei achieved enormous academic distinction, and his achievements came remarkably quickly
- testament to his brilliance as a scientist. Several theoretical works on the linear and non-linear
viscoelasticity of entangled polymers carry his name, including the Likhtman-McLeish theory
(2002) and the GLaMM theory (2003). His Advanced EPSRC Fellowship came at the age of 31,
and he was appointed Professor of Mathematical Physics in Reading at the age of just 35. Yet
while undoubtedly successful himself, Alexei was equally proud of the many achievements of the
group he developed. For example, in September this year he spoke glowingly of how two poster
prizes out of three available at the Institute of Physics Polymer Physics Biennial Conference were
won by post-doctoral researchers from his team. In the same month, he was appointed as the
first Mercator Fellow of the Freiburg-Strasbourg-Basel-Mulhouse International Research Training
Group on 'Soft Matter Science'. He enjoyed a productive visit to Strasbourg, during which he described himself as "feeling like a PhD student again". This is typical of his modesty and enthusiasm.
- continued on next page
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Alexei was one of those wonderful scientists who remind us that just because something is obvious, doesn't make it true. Alexei would challenge every idea that we had - including the ones that
we thought were obviously true. Alexei was a wonderful colleague, and all those who were lucky
enough to work with him benefitted immensely from his enthusiasm, support and wisdom. Alexei
was an intellectual powerhouse, a truly curious mind, a wonderfully creative thinker, with academic gravitas way beyond his years, yet completely approachable, modest and always friendly
in a natural way that charmed anybody who met him. He was hugely supportive of those for
whom he felt he had a responsibility. His dedication to his PhD students and his research team
went well beyond professional duty. He sought to provide a family-like environment for the
group, especially supportive for those who were far from home. He presented himself as a role
model for all the young people in his group, full of energy and full of life. Alexei was so much
more than an academic and an intellectual. He was a great friend, a funny, spirited, yet always
serious person, and his daily passionate presence, his enthusiasm for science, his warm friendship, will be sorely missed.
Alexei died on 11 October 2015 following a fall while hiking in Maryland, USA. He is survived by
his wife Katrina, and their two daughters, Sonya and Asya.
Tom McLeish; Durham University

MacroGroup Competition Announcement

The Jon Weaver PhD Prize 2015
MacroGroup UK are delighted to announce the MacroGroup UK "Jon Weaver PhD Prize” sponsored by Synthomer– directed at rewarding the best PhD students in the field of Polymer Science
in the UK. The prize will be awarded to a PhD student who has displayed an outstanding ability
across a range of criteria throughout their PhD. The recipient will receive a certificate and will be
invited to deliver a prize lecture.
Nominations
The Macro Group UK PhD Prize is open to scientists who have received their PhD from a UKbased institution. Self-nomination is acceptable, however nominations should consist of:
1) A covering letter from the nominee (1 page maximum) describing how the nominee fits the selection criterion;
2) A letter from the PhD supervisor on headed paper (1 page maximum), confirming that the student has submitted a corrected thesis
3) A letter from the external examiner of the thesis (examiners report is NOT submissable), in
which the date of the viva is specified.
4) Thesis abstract
5) A brief (1 - 4 page) CV of the nominee including publications list.
The prize will be judged by a sub-committee considering the following criteria:
- Award of PhD between 1st January and 31st December 2015 (note submission of a corrected
thesis is sufficient; the University does not have to have formally awarded the degree certificate).
- Evidence of transition to independence
- Fit to MacroGroup UK remit
- Quality and quantity of publications/outputs
- Novelty of Work
- Communication of Science
- The student MUST be a member of MacroGroup to be eligible
Applications must be sent electronically to Dr Dave Adams: d.j.adams@liverpool.ac.uk prior to
the deadline. Late submissions will not be accepted.
Closing date: 30th March 2016, midnight.
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PPG Bursaries and other support from IOP
IOP Research Student Conference Fund (available to PPG students)

A list of grants and other support available to IOP members (& others) can be found at
http://www.iop.org/about/grants/index.html

MacroGroup Bursaries
D H Richards Memorial Bursaries (Macro Group UK)
Are you:

• A student or postdoctoral researcher (PDRA) member of Macro Group UK?
• Desperate to go to an important conference?
• Short of all the funding needed?
then the DH Richards Memorial Bursaries scheme can help you!
About the bursaries
Macro Group set up the bursaries as a memorial to D H Richards, who was one of the founding officers of
Macro Group and worked hard to establish it as a major group in the UK. Under this scheme, Macro
Group sets aside funds each year to support its student and PDRA members that wish to attend a major
conference in the area of polymer science, but are short of funds to make this happen. Only one student
or PDRA from a particular research group will be granted a bursary for a particular conference. A student
or PDRA can only receive one bursary award during their period of study. The applicant must be a current
Macro Group member, have their supervisor's support, and be planning to make an oral or poster contribution at the conference. It is expected that part of the funds needed to attend the conference will be obtained from other sources. The maximum bursary amount awarded will be £300 for a meeting in the UK
and £500 for a meeting overseas. As a condition of receiving a bursary award, the student or PDRA will
be required to write a short report on the conference they attended for publication in the Bulletin.
How to apply
Application forms can be obtained from the Macro Group Secretary or directly downloaded from the Macro
Group web site (http://www.macrogroup.org.uk/awards/bursaries.php). The completed application form
must be sent via email by the applicant's supervisor to Dr Dave Adams in accord with the following deadlines - 1st February, 1st May, 1st August and 1st November. Decisions will normally be announced
less than 4 weeks after the deadline.
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European Polymer Congress 2015
June 21-26, 2015, Dresden, Germany
For 2015 the biennial European Polymer Congress, organised by the
EPF, was held in Dresden, Germany. The grand architectural gem of
a city has been rebuilt as it originally stood before heavy allied bombing in the second world war, a testament to the will of it inhabitants. A
warm inviting welcome to the congress and city was made from the
President Prof. Brigitte Voit and the Saxon State Minister of Science
and the Arts, Dr. Eva-Maria Stange, both standing out as great role
models for women in science.
The congress itself consisted of a vast amount of high calibre work
with over six hundred posters and talks respectively. Each day of the
conference began with plenary lectures in the grand hall of the conference centre, followed by six parallel sessions of lectures and keynotes covering the broad scope of polymer chemistry. In addition an
Australian-European workshop ran for one day of the conference
highlighting some of the exciting collaborative work taking place. The
growing interest in the material graphene, meant Prof. Klaus Müllen’s plenary lecture on graphene as a
challenge for polymer science was of particular interest. Also in one of the closing talks Dr. Iliopoulos of
Arkema was able to cover the complete commercialisation process of a polymeric material from the lab to
a final material, ready to be used on for example the latest mobile electronic device. Also of interest were
the many product seminars. I particularly found an introduction to Field-Flow Fractionation useful as I
gained a useful insight on how this particular equipment could prove useful for my own work.Two sessions
were allocated to poster presentations to ensure ample opportunity was provided for discussion of the
work on show. I personally found this of great use as I gained some useful feedback from both students
and senior researchers to aid in the future planning of my own research work, whilst also mutually being
able to share advice with others. It also highlighted the amount of similar work to my own in the area of
microgels, nanomedicine and drug delivery.
With my research group only recently being established by my supervisor Dr. Tom McDonald, I would like
to thank Macro Group UK for the award of the DH Richards Bursary, as without this financial support it
would not have been possible for me to attend the conference.
Adam Town (University of Liverpool)
I attended the European Polymer Federation (EPF) 2015 congress, which
was held in Dresden, Germany, 21st-26th June. This conference welcomed
around 1000 participants and offered over 500 talks organised in 6 sections:
macromolecular synthesis, nanomaterials and composites, polymers meet
biology, soft matter science, polymer chemistry for sustainability and polymer and organic electronics, as well as an Australian-European Symposium. The talks included 8 plenary lectures and over 80 keynote speakers,
among which Mitsuo Sawamoto, Kristi Anseth, Karen Wooley, Ulrich Schubert, Martina Stenzel, just to name a few. I presented my work in the biology-oriented session: “Cyclic peptide-polymer conjugates: towards drug delivery”. It was my first official talk and despite the stress that it generated, I
really enjoyed this opportunity to share my work and to get valuable questions and feedback from other researchers. The poster sessions were organised before the afternoon talks and provided an excellent occasion to meet fellow young researchers
who work in extremely diversified areas of polymer science. Dresden itself is a very pleasant city to visit,
and thanks to the organizing committee, there was also a social program that included a concert in the
recently renovated Frauenkirche, and a very enjoyable conference dinner. Overall, the conference was a
very enriching and stimulating experience, which gave me the opportunity to network and to develop new
ideas for my future work. I would like to thank the Macro Group UK for granting me the D.H. Richards memorial bursary award which made it possible for me to attend such an exciting and inspiring conference.
Sophie Larnaudie (Warwick University)
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12th International Symposium on Functional Pi-Electron Systems (Fπ-12)
July 19 - 24, 2015, University of Washington, Seattle, USA
The Fπ-12 conference was co-hosted by Prof. Christine Luscombe (University of
Washington) and Prof. Thuc-Quyen Nguyen (University of California, Santa Barbara) in the pleasant surroundings of the University of Washington campus in
Seattle. It was attended by 370 delegates working in the developing field of πconjugated materials and their applications. Good plenary talks were given by
Tim Swager (MIT), Jenny Nelson (Imperial College, London) and Tobin Marks
(Northwestern University) in their respective areas of expertise.
An invited lecture by Prof. Mario Leclerc (Universite Laval) provided an overview
of the advances in direct arylation polymerizations which now show potential to
replace some common Suzuki and Stille procedures. This synthesis section of
the meeting also contained a good talk by a Manchester colleague, Josue
Ayuso-Carillo, who presented work on the use of thiophene-derived MIDAboronate esters as effective monomers for the synthesis of π-conjugated polymers. Later in the meeting, Prof. Zhenan Bao (Stanford University) gave an invited lecture on how the air stability and solubility for printing could be enhanced by the incorporation of polystyrene side-chains onto conjugated polymers. Prof. Chuan-Feng Chen (Chinese Academy of Sciences)
presented a nice talk on the synthesis and applications of helicene derivatives.
I presented one of the two posters detailing current work on producing conjugated polymer nanoparticles
(CPNs) under emulsion conditions in Prof. Michael Turner’s group at the University of Manchester. A nice
talk in this area was given by Dr Alexander Kuehne (DWI-Leibniz Institute for Interactive Materials). He
presented work to produce monodisperse CPNs suitable for films with Bragg mirror and laser applications.
We cited his work in a recent publication so the meeting was a good opportunity to discuss our respective
work in this area. The conference was closed with an entertaining talk by Prof. Junji Kido (Yamagata University) in which he detailed his predictions of how future developments in organic electronics will impact
on everyday life. The hospitality shown throughout the conference was excellent culminating in a fine banquet at the Museum of Flight in the Boeing Field. I would like to thank the Macro Group UK for the award
of a DH Richards bursary to allow me to attend this conference.
Andrew Foster (University of Manchester)

42nd Annual Meeting of the Controlled Release Society
July 26 - 29, 2015, Edinburgh , UK
The Controlled Release Society is one of the largest scientific societies in
the field of drug delivery. Annual meetings can be dated back to 1978
and attract some of the biggest names in the field of drug delivery and
biomaterials, including Nicholas Peppas and Bob Langer. This year was
no exception with over 1,200 attendees from 45 countries, and over 50
industrial partners in attendance. The conference started off on Sunday
25th July, and ended Wednesday 29th July.
The first day involved talks from industry demonstrating new techniques
and technologies, ranging from particle size analysis to texture analysis
Prof V. Khutoryanskiy, Prof J. Hanes and E. and gel swelling. It also included a private session for young scientists
Mansfield
on how to get ahead in industry, focusing on CV building, and interview
techniques, held in conjunction with senior employees of large pharma and food/cosmetic companies such
as Colegate. This provided first- hand experience on what professionals look for in a candidate and also a
chance to network with other young scientists and potential employers. Following on from this, was the
first plenary talk by Prof Vincent H.L. Lee, from The Chinese University of Hong Kong. His talk focused on
customised medicine, where Prof. Lee used issues he faced in his own life and his own struggles with
Parkinson’s disease to demonstrate some of the points raised. It was a thoroughly thought provoking, interesting and emotional talk. The penultimate event of the day was an industry round table, featuring the
CEO’s and directors of medical device and pharma companies, discussing the links between academia
and industry, and how they can work better alongside each other.

- continued on next page
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The day ended with the opening of the exposition hall, where there were drinks and food (including a free
beer) and the chance to network.
The second day started with the traditional opening session, involving a welcome talk from the CRS president, followed by a series of awards and lectures. This was followed by a poster session (featuring around
350 posters from different areas of drug delivery, including food and cosmetics). During this session, I
presented my poster entitled “Probing the diffusive characteristics of silica nanoparticles functionalized
with pharmaceutically relevant polymers through gastric mucus.” The work focused on looking at the surface properties of silica nanoparticles functionalised with poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(oxazoline), and
measuring their diffusion through gastric mucus dispersions and through a gastric mucosa. The poster
received a lot of attention from both industry and academia, and provided the chance to gain feedback on
the study, and also potential routes to further the work. The poster was accompanied by the associated
paper which got accepted into nanoscale the week before the conference. Several copies of the paper
were present along with the poster, and all were taken by the end of the session, making it a highly successful session. Following on was the first mini-symposia. This included talks on different areas of drug
delivery, and featured two invited speakers (one industry, one academia), and 5 student talks. The session concluded with a panel discussion on the area featuring all the speakers, and allowed for excellent
audience engagement in the subject. After lunch was the second plenary speaker, Prof Cameron Alexander from the University of Nottingham, who gave a talk entitled Polymers and Nanomedicines–The Promises and Pitfalls of New Materials. He focused on the development of novel nanomedicines, and recent
advances in the field. A very interesting and thought provoking talk, especially to someone in the field of
nanomedicine. In addition to the talk by Prof Alexander, there was a special talk given by Prof Nicholas
Peppas, on the history of CRS and some of the highlights of his scientific career. It was very interesting
and a great privilege to witness such an expert in the field providing a talk. The afternoon sessions had
the same format as the morning sessions; poster session followed by mini-symposia. The day concluded
with “happy hour” in the exhibition hall, featuring a free drink and food, again with the chance to network.
In the evening there was a special young scientist event, held at the Scotch Whisky Experience. It was
sponsored by industrial partners, including Upsher-Smith. The event was strictly for young scientists, and
provided the chance to network with other young scientists, industry representatives, and CRS board
members. There were a series of different whiskeys from all over the region, and a free whiskey glass.
The evening was great fun and full of laughs (the next morning not so much). The penultimate day had a
very similar set-up as the previous; poster sessions and mini-symposia. The day’s plenary talk was provided by Dr María José Alonso from the University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain. Her talk, entitled
Global Efforts and Successes in Needle-Free Peptide Delivery, provided an insight into the delivery of
peptides by different routes, including nanomedicines and control release capsules. The conference concluded with a closing reception, held in the centre of Edinburgh. The evening provided traditional Scottish
hospitality and entertainment, including a cèilidh, and an Address to a Haggis. Again there was food and
drinks (including a free whiskey and beer tasting session). Overall the CRS conference was both great
fun and it was very interesting to see some of the most recent advances in the field of drug delivery, and
all the amazing science happening worldwide in the field.
Edward Mansfield (University of Reading)

250th ACS National Meeting
August 16 - 20, 2015, Boston, USA
Between the 16 and 20th August 2015, I attended the 250th American Chemical Society
National Meeting & Exposition in Boston, USA with the aid of a DH Richards Memorial
Bursary. Although attracting close to 13,000 chemists and encompassing various aspects of chemical research, the conference theme of ‘Innovation from Discovery to Application’ was appropriate for my PhD research focussed upon high performance polyesterbased materials. In addition to giving a 15 minute oral presentation on my research, I attended many parallel sessions within the Division of Polymeric Materials Science and
Engineering, of which the Industrial Innovations in Polymer Chemistry presentations
were particularly relevant and interesting.
Aside from the conference, Boston is a fantastic city to explore and I would highly recommend it as a host venue! I am grateful to Macro Group UK for their generosity, which enabled me to further my career development as a polymer research scientist.
Stephen Jones (University of Reading)
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World Polyolefins Congress 2015
November 23-27, 2015, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo, Japan
I attended the first meeting of the World Polyolefins Congress, in Tokyo, Japan.
This meeting was held in conjunction with the 10th Asian Polyolefin Workshop.
With around 60 symposia in the WPOC alone, the meeting provided a great variety of topic areas within polyolefin research. The range of attendees at the conference spanned a wide selection of countries with participants drawn from both industry and academia.
The order of proceedings began with an interesting opening lecture presented by
Prof. Walter Kaminsky discussing the history and future of polyolefin research, following this the days followed a pattern of morning plenary lectures from a selection
of invited speakers before breaking down into two parallel sessions covering topics
such as catalysis and synthesis, polymer processing, degradation, and polymer
characterization.
On the third day of the conference the poster session took place, beginning with
an opportunity for participants to give a short talk on their work, before moving into the main session; I
participated in both of these events. My poster was entitled ‘A New Catalytic Mechanism for EndFunctional Polyolefin Polar Block Copolymers’. My work received a positive response and was marked
within the top ten posters presented. This was the first time I have presented at a conference.
Presenting my work gave me the opportunity to communicate my research with a larger audience in a way
I had not yet experienced. The positive response and discussion I had with other attendees has also
greatly increased my confidence in my work as I now have a greater appreciation for the meaning or my
work in the larger context. Another reward of attending the conference was the opportunity to network with
other chemists in the polyolefins area and to discover possible future collaborations drawing on the
knowledge and experience of the wider community.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the organisers of the conference as well as the rest of the delegates for their incredibly interesting presentations made over the week. I would also like to thank Macro
Group UK for awarding me the DH Richards memorial bursary and making my attendance of the conference possible.
Connah Burnett (University of Warwick )

Meeting and Conference Reports
International Conference on Electrospinning
Principles, Practice and Possibilities 2015
The International Conference on Electrospinning: Principles, Practice and
Possibilities 2015 held over 3/4 December 2015 in London attracted participants from far and wide, with over a dozen countries represented in the programme. There was a good number of delegates from wider Europe together with delegates from China and Korea but a smaller than expected number from the UK. Overall the numbers were down on previous conferences
in this series but the fifty-plus delegates were enthusiastic, and good discussion followed each presentation. The conference was efficiently organised
by the Institute of Physics Conference Office and with the IOP HQ being between locations, we switched to the Hallam Conference Centre just a block
or so away from the former conference sites at the IOP HQ.
The Conference Chair Geoffrey Mitchell with best
poster award winner Yanbo Liu from Wuhan Textile
University in China. The prize was a copy of
‘Electrospinning: Principles, Practice and Possibilities’ edited by Geoffrey Mitchell which was donated
by the publishers the Royal Society of Chemistry.
The posters of Saeed Mohan (Institute Polytechnic of
Leiria) and D.Morillo (Leitat Techological Centre,
Spain ) were high commended by the three judges.

The conference location was superb with an excellent presentation
room and a room below it for coffee breaks, posters, reception and
exhibition. The meeting was co-sponsored and organised by the
Dielectrics and Electrostatics and the Polymer Physics Groups of
the IOP.

- continued on next page
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The conference kicked off with an invited presentation from Greg Rutledge from MIT USA on structureproperty relationships in electrospun fibre webs. He focused on electrically conductive webs and the tensile and compressive properties of electrospun membranes. He used some novel confocal imaging techniques to visualise the structure of these webs. Xia Li from Cambridge described work on low-voltage
continuous electrospinning as a technique for bio-interface patterning and Omer Sarioglu from Bilkent University in Turkey continued the bio-theme, describing reusable biointegrated electrospun fibrous webs for
water cleaning purposes. The morning session was completed with a presentation on Lagrangian coarse
grained models of viscoelastic jets for electrospinning simulations from Marco Laureicella from IA-CNR
Italy who also described a computer package which was freely available for others to use. The afternoon
continued the rather varied topics with a presentation from Jose Largaron of IATA-CSIC Spain who described electrospun fibres containing phase change materials to provide devices to keep food at superchilled temperatures. Giulia Ognibene from the University of Catania in Italy described functional electrospun membranes. This was followed by Andrew Wooldridge from the Warwick Manufacturing Group at the
University of Warwick who described the production of sub-micron fibre-reinforced composites prepared
using coaxial electrospinning. Marc Simonet of IME Technologies in the Netherlands showed that humidity
was a critical electrospinnig parameter to control porosity and Rossela Castagna from the Politecnico di
Milano, Italy described a route to defect free polyaniline nanofibres. After a break for refreshments Paul
Dalton from the University of Wurzburg, Germany introduced the meeting to the hot topic of melt electrospinning . Nandula Wanasekara from the University of Exeter described the use of Raman spectroscopy
to evaluate the orientation of cellulose nanocrystals embedded in electrospun fibres. This was followed by
a presentation on low cost low power hydrogen sulphide gas sensors and the afternoon session finished
with a thought provoking presentation from Arkadii Arinstein from Technion Israel on the evaluation of polymer chain stretching during electrospinning.
This was followed by an animated poster session together with a wine reception and exhibition. The posters were reviewed by Greg Rutledge, Nick Tucker and Suwan Jaysinghe and Yanbo Liu from Wuhan Textile University in China emerged as the winner (see photograph).
The second day started with a fabulous invited presentation from Suwan Jaysinghe of University College
London on cell electrospinning. He showed how the spinning of live cells led to highly effective medical
applications which were currently in clinical trials. This was followed by another presentation on electrospun nanofibres for biomedical engineering. Nieves Murrillo of TECHNALIA Spain described work on the
production of electrospun fibres with defined thermal and electrical properties. The morning session
closed with a presentation from Brendan Robb of the Electrospinning Company, a spin out company from
STFC on the Harwell Campus who described the development of electrospun fibre inserts for the expansion of stem cells in high efficiency bioreactors. The second half of the morning continued the bio-theme,
starting with a presentation from Karen Stephansen of the Technical University of Denmark on the interactions between electrospun fibres and the surrounding biological environment, cells and small molecules,
followed by a presentation on Fibrous wound dressings based on biopolymers and plant extracts from
Noreen Thomas from Loughborough University. The morning sessions closed with a presentation of the
use of electrospun fibres for protein sensor design. The afternoon started with the final invited lecture
from Nick Tucker of Lincoln University who described uses of electrospun fibres as a delivery vehicle for
bioactives in foodstuffs. This theme was picked up by Pedro Moreno of the Technical University of Denmark on electrospun delivery systems for omega-3. Eyal Zussman, Technion, Israel described recent
research on charge transfer electrospun sensors. The final presentation was made by Vincent Salles on
the use of iron-based electrospun nanostructures for magnetic and actuating composites. In the tradition
established in earlier conferences, the last two speakers had extended periods for their presentations.
Reflecting on the conference it was clearly highly international with a rich variety of topic areas for the
presentations. There was clear industrial involvement and plenty of cross-disciplinary science. The
presentations were of high quality with excellent discussion both in the presentation room and in the
breaks. There was a very warm noise to the conference emphasising the level of interaction and discussion. This conference attracted both previous and new attendees and underlines the vibrancy of the electrospinning community. Dawn Stewart from the IOP Conference Office and her colleagues provided excellent support and organisation and as a IOP member, I cannot help think that the Conference Office is one
of the undervalued stars of the Institute.
Geoffrey Mitchell, Conference Chair
Centre for Rapid and Sustainable Product Development, Marinha Grande Portugal
Geoffrey.mitchell@ipleiria.pt
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Physical Aspects of Polymer Science; 8th-10th September
2015, University of Manchester
The 27th biennial meeting of the Institute of
Physics Polymer Physics Group (PPG), Physical Aspects of Polymer Science, took place in
September 2015 at the Manchester Institute of
Biotechnology. This is an interdisciplinary research centre bringing together medicine, biology, the physical sciences, engineering, mathematics and computation to solve biotechnology
challenges. This venue provided an excellent
setting for the conference bringing scientists
from industry and different academic disciplines
together in the heart of Manchester. Over eighty
delegates attended with people coming from all
over the UK and much further afield (Austria,
US, Ireland, Germany, France, Japan and Italy).
After a good lunch and a warm welcome from
local organiser Prof. Aline Miller, the first session was chaired by Prof. Steve Eichhorn. Dr
Lorna Dougan got the proceedings under way
with an invited lecture. Here we learnt about
extremophiles; organisms that live in what we
Prof. Richard Jones receives the Founders’ Prize would consider extreme conditions such as low
pH (Acidophile), high pH (Alkaliphile), high temfrom Prof. Joe Keddie
peratures (Hyperthermophile) and low water
availability (Xerophile). From these studies novel proteins that exhibit mechanical robustness
through the incorporation of specific molecular
features identified in the extremophilic proteins
have been designed. The afternoon session
was chaired by Dr Anthony Higgins. In the first
part we learnt about structural colour; colours
that are caused by interference effects rather
than by pigments. These occur when there are
microstructures with length-scales comparable
to that of the wavelength of light. We learnt
about the Lepidiota stigma beetle that has
scales whiter than white using a porous network
of chitin and air, which creates morphology with
a high optical scattering strength. This session
finished with a talk reflecting on the life of Prof.
Prof. Bryan Boudouris is congratulated by Prof. Sir Sam Edwards (1928-2015) given by Dr AnJoe Keddie before delivering his APD/DPOLY thony Higgins, Prof. Tom McLeish and Prof.
Athene Donald. This was an engaging and movaward lecture
ing lecture given by people who had worked with
and been directly inspired by the charismatic professor. We gained an insight into the character and
warmth of this theoretician who has contributed so much to our field of polymer and soft matter physics.
On the next day the first session was chaired by Prof. Alexei Likhtman, who has sadly passed away since
this meeting. The invited talk was by Prof. Kohzo Ito from the University of Tokyo. This lecture told us
about a new type of polymer network, which has been termed a slide ring material. In these systems the
network chains are topologically interlocked by figure-of-eight crosslinks (rings) that the chains are threaded through.

- continued on next page
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These materials are dramatically different to typical
chemically crosslinked networks, having two kinds of entropy: conformational entropy of the chains and alignment entropy of the rings. After a short coffee break and
a brief opportunity to look at the posters on display the
next session commenced, chaired by Dr Martin Buzza.
The invited lecture was by Prof. David Morse on the principle of corresponding states in diblock copolymer melts.
The final part of this session was given over to Flash
Poster presentations. Here one author from each poster
was given just four minutes to present their work, so we
had the opportunity to learn about five posters across a
mere twenty minutes. This was an exciting whirlwind of
scientific presentations with each speaker coping extremely well in meeting the imposed tight time constraint.
Despite the brevity of each presentation we were able to
capture the essence of each piece of work. Personally, I
hope they extend this in future to include more Flash
Poster sessions. After lunch in the Atrium, and more time
to look at posters, the afternoon sessions began. The
Davide Michieletto receives the Ian Macmil- first one was chaired by Dr Jonathan Howse. In this seslan Ward Prize from Prof. Joe Keddie
sion we had the “Ian Macmillan Ward Prize for Best Student Paper” lecture by the winner, Davide Michieletto
from the University of Warwick. This prize is offered by the Polymer Physics Group in honour of the
achievements of Prof. Ian Ward, and recognises the most outstanding publication (Michieletto et al, ACS
Macro Lett. 2014, 3, 255−259) by a PhD student on a subject of relevance to polymer physics. In this excellent talk we learnt about the importance of the threading of ring polymers, their identification by a novel
algorithm, and how these then form a system-spanning network. The final session of the day was the
Founders’ Prize Lecture given by Prof. Richard Jones, chaired by Prof. Joe Keddie. The Founders’ Prize
was introduced fourteen years ago, with the first prize awarded to Prof. Sir Sam Edwards, and is given in
recognition of an outstanding contribution to Polymer Physics in the UK/Ireland. In this lecture we saw how
the understanding of phase separation of polymer mixtures gives rise to processing routes to create materials with complex structures and useful functional properties. The day ended with the conference dinner
at the Museum of Science and Industry, set at the site of the oldest surviving passenger railway station,
the terminus of the world’s first inter-city railway. After the meal Prof. Joe Keddie gave a short speech and
announced the poster prize winners: 1st - Jacek Wychowaniec; 2nd - Jing Cao; and 3rd - Pawel Stasiak.
The final day began with a session chaired by Dr Johann de Silva and opened with the DPOLY exchange
lecture by Prof. Bryan W Boudouris from Purdue University, who had been selected by the American
Physical Society Division of Polymer Physics. Prof. Boudouris discussed the charge transport physics of
non-conjugated, glassy radical polymer conductors. The localized nature of the charge transfer groups
and the fact that these materials are in the glassy state at room temperature means that the charge
transport is found to be relatively temperature independent, which is in contrast to many conjugated organic semiconductors. The last session of the conference was chaired by Prof. Aline Miller. The invited
talk was given by Prof. Ralf Everaers from École normale supérieure de Lyon who spoke about topologically constrained polymers. We were very privileged to later hear Prof. Alexei Likhtman speak about entanglements, reminding the audience that familiarity does not equate to understanding.
This biennial meeting of the Polymer Physics Group provided an excellent setting for people from academia and industry to discuss and discover the latest research and innovations in a wide range of polymeric systems. On behalf of the PPG committee I would like to thank the venue, the hosts, the organisers,
speakers, attendees and sponsors for making the conference possible and indeed so engaging. The 28th
meeting will take place in Swansea on 13th to 15th September 2017 and I look forward to seeing you all
there.
Meeting report by Dr Mike Reis (University of Leeds)
Programme Committee; Aline Miller (Manchester), Anthony Higgins (Swansea), Ann Terry
(Rutherford Appleton Laboratory), Jonathan Howse (Sheffield)
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31st RSC Polymer Degradation Discussion Group Conference
30th August – 3rd September 2015
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
The Polymer Degradation Discussion Group conference is a biennial meeting of researchers in the fields
of polymer ageing, degradation and stabilisation. The meeting aims to promote awareness and to keep
pace with developments within this field. The 31st meeting was held at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology
in Stockholm, Sweden from August 30th to September 3rd and was sponsored by Elsevier and AWE.
This years meeting attracted a particularly diverse group of
attendees presenting on a wide range of topics. There were
90 attendees from both academia and industry, with 7 invited plenary talks and a further 58 presenting. Topics ranged
from the degradation, stabilisation and modification of thermoplastics, nanocomposites, foams, adhesives to heritage
materials in museums and art galleries and coatings in the
environment as well as Nanoparticles in wood and Polymers in nuclear environments. Talks were 15 minutes with
5 minutes of questions with regular intervals to facilitate discussion and networking which is an important part of the
conference.
This year’s meeting attracted a particularly diverse group of
attendees presenting on a wide range of topics. There were 90 attendees from both academia and industry, with 7 plenary talks and a further 58 presenting. Topics ranged from the degradation, stabilisation and
modification of thermoplastics, nanocomposites, foams, adhesives to heritage materials in museums and
art galleries and coatings in the environment as well as Nanoparticles in wood and Polymers in nuclear
environments. Talks were 15 minutes with 5 minutes of questions with regular intervals to facilitate discussion and networking which is an important part of the conference.
Professor Sahar Al-Malaika, Chair of PDDG, opened the meeting and welcomed the participants. The
seven plenary speakers and the titles of their talks are outlined here. Prof Xavier Colin (Arts et Metiers,
Paris) gave a talk on the kinetic analysis and modelling of the radio-thermal ageing of a stabilised EPDM
matrix. Professor Sahar Al-Malaika (Aston University, Birmingham) talked about a new clay stabilisation
approach for polyamide nanocomposites. Dr Michelle Edge (Manchester Metropolitan University) gave a
talk on Chemiluminescence and kinetic models for polyolefin stabilisation and degradation. Professor Sandrine Therias (Blais Pascal University, Clermont Ferrand, France) talked about the photodegradation of
coatings in advanced applications. Dr Robert Maxwell (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, California) talked about silicone performance: creeping malaise to the fast and furious. Prof Graeme George
(Queensland University, Australia) gave a review on polyolefin degradation in confined environments and
discussed the challenged for accelerated ageing and lifetime prediction. The local organiser who has
hosted the conference, Professor Ulf Gedde (KTH, Sweden), spoke about the many challenges to the stability of polymeric materials used within fossil-free energy sources.
The event also included a poster session with the poster prize being award to Balazs Kirschweng for his
work on the stabilising efficiency of a flavonoid type natural antioxidant, rutin, in polyethylene. There was
also a wine reception and conference dinner at which Dr Robert Maxwell was recognised for his contribution to the field of polymer degradation and his interactions with AWE.
Particularly interesting was the last day of talks which was held in the reactor hall of Sweden’s first nuclear
reactor.
Overall, this was another very successful RSC PDDG meeting following on from previous events held in
Paris and Italy. The next PDDG meeting is scheduled to take place in Taormina, Italy, in 2017.
Mr Robert Old (AWE) and Dr Mogon Patel (AWE)
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The Physics of Soft and Biological Matter
6-8 April 2016, Homerton College, Cambridge, UK
This conference will bring together the broad and
diverse community interested in the physics of soft
and biological matter, which includes liquid crystals, polymers, colloids, membranes, interfaces,
cellular biophysics, and biological macromolecules.
The programme will span a number of key crosscutting themes, including self-assembly and patterning, rheology, biomimetics, non-equilibrium
phenomena, as well as molecular imaging, optical
methods and spectroscopies, which are all relevant
to the wide range of length-and time-scales present
in these fascinating systems. This meeting follows
the very successful conference on the same topic
in 2014.
Abstract submission for this conference is now open. Please go to: softbio2016.iopconfs.org
Deadlines;
Abstract submission deadline: 13 Jan 2016
Early registration deadline: 9 March 2016
Registration deadline: 28 March 2016
Invited Speakers:



Anna Balazs (Pittsburgh, USA), Designing soft matter capable of sensing, actuation and communication




Mike Cates (Cambridge, UK), Guided assembly of active colloidal particles



Lucio Isa (ETH Zurich, Switzerland), Soft particle monolayers at fluid interfaces:
structure, rheology and applications



Gijsje Koenderink (FOM Institute AMOLF, Netherlands), A soft matter perspective
on the living cell



Ron Larson (Michigan, USA), Mesoscale simulations of complex, and living fluids

Jochen Guck (Dresden, Germany), Feeling for function - mechanical phenotyping at
100 cells/sec

Organised by the IOP Biological Physics, Liquids and Complex Fluids, Molecular Physics and
Polymer Physics Groups
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Advanced School in Soft Condensed Matter
"Solutions in the Spring"
Sunday, 3 April – Wednesday, 6 April 2016
Homerton College, Cambridge, UK
The annual graduate school, organized by the Liquids and Complex Fluids group, will be held in
Cambridge in April 2016. The School is for PhD students in physics, chemistry, chemical engineering and biophysics and aims to provide a comprehensive introduction to key topics in soft
matter science. This year the lectures will cover self assembly (Prof. Karen Edler, Bath), confined
fluids (Prof. Andrew Parry, Imperial College), neutron reflectivity (Dr Simon Titmuss, Edinburgh)
and micro-rheology (Dr Tom Waigh, Manchester). There will be opportunities for students to network, socialize and present their own work at a poster session. The School is followed immediately by The Physics of Soft and Biological Matter conference at the same location.
The School website will go live during December (http://scmspring2016.iopconfs.org/home); the
deadline for registration is 23rd March 2016.

RSC Faraday Division Sponsored Meeting on
Self-Assembling Materials for Biomedicine
14th April 2016
Shinfield Grange, near Reading
This meeting will bring together researchers using polymers and biomaterials in several
applications relevant to healthcare – specifically in the fields of tissue engineering,
regenerative medicine and drug delivery. Different approaches relying on self-assembly of
polymers, peptides and other biomaterials to create novel nanostructures with biomedical
activity will be discussed by prominent researchers in the field presenting their state-of-the-art
findings. The venue is a delightful country residence on the outskirts of Reading, with easy
transport access.
Confirmed Speakers
Giuseppe Battaglia, University College London
Che Connon, Newcastle University
Matthew Dalby, University of Glasgow
Alicia El Haj, Keele University
Ian Hamley, University of Reading
Alvaro Mata, Queen Mary University London
David Middleton, Lancaster University
Richard Oreffo, University of Southampton
Maité Paternostre, CEA-Saclay, France
Alberto Saiani, University of Manchester
Further information and registration form at
http://www.reading.ac.uk/chemistry/chemRSCmeeting.aspx
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Date(s)

Title and Location

Organiser

3-6 April 2016

Advanced School in Soft Condensed Matter
http://scmspring2016.iopconfs.org/h
"Solutions in the Spring", Homerton College,
ome
Cambridge, UK

5 - 6 April 2016

Young Researchers Meeting (YRM) 2016,
mikesyb@liverpool.ac.uk
Liverpool University

6-8 April 2016

The Physics of Soft and Biological Matter,
softbio2016.iopconfs.org
Homerton College, Cambridge, UK

14 April 2016

RSC Faraday Division sponsored one-day
http://www.reading.ac.uk/chemistry/
meeting on Self-Assembling Materials for
chemRSCmeeting.aspx
Biomedicine, Reading, UK

14-18 March 2016

American Physical Society March Meeting,
http://www.aps.org/meetings/march
Baltimore, USA

22-26 May 2016

EUPOC2016, Block copolymers for nanohttp://www.eupoc2016.it/
technology applications, Gargnano, Italy

23-25 May 2016

11th International Symposium on Polymer
Therapeutics: From Laboratory to Clinical http://ispt.cipf.es/
Practice, CIPF, Valencia, Spain

29-30 June 2016

UK Soft Matter Showcase / SOFI Industry
J.E.Bramhall@leeds.ac.uk
Day, University of Leeds, UK

11-14 July 2016

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/c
Warwick 2016 The Polymer Conference,
hemistry/research/haddleton/haddl
Warwick University, UK
etongroup/warwick_2016/

17-21 July 2016

46th IUPAC World Polymer Congress
(Macro 2016), Halic Congress Center, Is- http://macro2016.org/
tanbul, Turkey

5 - 8 August 2016

http://www.zingconferences.com/co
5th Zing Polymer Chemistry Conference,
nferences/5th-zing-polymerDublin, Ireland
chemistry-conference/

Sept 2016

RAPS 2016, Loughborough University, UK

13-15 September 2017

Physical Aspects of Polymer Science,
http://www.iop.org/calendar
Swansea University, UK

http://www.raps.org.uk/rapsmeetings

